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Baryon structure in the bag theory*
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A relativistic quark model of the hadron based on the bag theory is presented. The bag
equations for massless, Dirac fields with quark quantum numbers are solved in three space
dimensions for the special case of a static spherical boundary. These solutions are quan-
tized in an approximation which neglects zero-point fluctuations. The spectrum of low&-

lying baryon resonances is constructed. The only parameter of the model is fixed by the
average mass of the A(938) and D(1236). The gyromagnetic ratio, axial-vector charge,
and charge radius of the proton are computed and found to be 2.6, 1.09, and 1.0 fm, respec-
tively. Refinements of the quantization procedure are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have proposed' a model for the hadron in
which a strongly interacting particle consists of
fields confined to a finite region of space, which
we call a "bag.*' The confinement is accomplished
in a I.orentz-invariant way by assuming that the
bag possesses a constant, positive energy per
unit volume, B. In this paper we shall explore the
consequences of this model for the low-lying
states of the hadron.

To begin, we review several pertinent features
of our previous work. The effect of the energy
density B is to add a term to the usual stress-
energy tensor:

inside the bag. Outside the bag T„„vanishes. Re-
quiring energy-momentum conservation leads to
boundary conditions on the fields at the surface of
the bag. Here we specify the confined fields to
be massless, ' spin-& fields carrying colored-
quark' quantum numbers and interacting with
massless, colored vector gluons. An exact con-
sequence' of the bag boundary conditions for such
an interaction is that only color singlet states
(which have zero triality) can exist. The cou-
pling constant need not be large to achieve this,
and in this paper we shall neglect the gluons en-
tirely (except that we shall limit our considera-
tions to quark states which are color singlets).

Even when the quark fields are free inside the
bag„ the field equations plus boundary conditions
are not exactly soluble in three space dimensions.
Instead we solve them in what seems to be a
reasonable zeroth approximation which is anal-
ogous to the "Bohr theory" for the hydrogen atom:
The classical equations of motion admit a class
of solutions in which the surface of the bag (in its

rest frame) is a sphere of fixed radius. The
boundary conditions require each quark to occupy
a mode with total angular momentum 2. We re-
gard these modes in a fixed, spherical cavity as
analogous to the circular orbits with fixed radius
in the old quantum theory. The radius is then
quantized by the condition that the quark-number
operator take on integer values. For these states,
the energy depends on which modes are occupied
but not on the way the angular momenta or isospins
of the individual quarks are added to obtain the
total angular momentum and isospin of the hadron.
Thus, for example, the lowest-lying' N(~ +) and
& (~+}are degenerate. This aspect of the SU(6)
quark model' is therefore a consequence of the dy-
namical approximation of fixed radius. However,
in other aspects (for example, the mass spectrum
and the value of g&} this approximation to our mod-
el does not coincide with SU(6} or even broken
SU(6).

In the remainder of this paper„we discuss in

detail the consequences of this simple picture for
the baryons. Mesons will be treated elsewhere.
Since B is the only free parameter [to be fixed by
the average mass of the X(838) and &(1236)] we
are able to make predictions for dimensional
quantities such as the proton magnetic moment
and charge radius and the zeroth-order mass
splittings in the baryon spectrum. In the conclu-
sion we comment further about the fixed-radius
approximation and how first-order corrections to
it may be made.

II. CALCULATIONS

The equations of motion and boundary conditions
for a massless, spin-& field confined to a bag are'

p'g (x) =0

inside the bag and
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tA (x) =0 (")

gn 8$„(x)tj (x) =2B

(2a)

(2b)

[By convention we choose positive (negative) n

sequentially to label the positive (negative) roots
of Eq. (7).] The first few solutions to Eq. (t) a,re

—tr'&0 (x) =0 (x) (Sa)

on the bag' s surface. &„ is the covariant, inter-
ior 4-normal to the bag's surface. a is an inter-
nal-symmetry index which we choose to designate
isospin and color. We seek solutions for which
the boundary is a static sphere of radius Ao, in
which case n„=(0, r) a-nd Eqs. (2) become

K=+1: (dll=3. 81 ~ (d» = 7.00,

The quadratic boundary- condition requires
g „(8/&r) P„(x)g„(x) to be time- and direction-
independent for r =R,. Angular independence
requires j= &. To obtain time independence, set

a
g„(x)y„(x)=2B (3b)

Q a*(n x j= -,
'

m )a (n
' x ' j = ,' m ') =-0,

at r=A .
The general solution to Eqs. (1) and (3) is a

superposition (with coefficients a }of solutions
to the free Dirac equation:

y11(x, t}=Q N(I22„„q) a12(nxj 2n)y„„q„(x, t). (4)

j and ~n label the mode' s angular momentum and
its ~ component. K is the Dirac quantum number, '
x =+(j+—,'), which differentiates the two states of
opposite parity for each value of j. The index n

labels frequencies which are to be determined by
the linear boundary condition, Eq. (Sa). The quad-
ratic boundary condition (3b) restricts the modes
which may be excited. Among other things, Eq.
(3b) allows only & =2 solutions to Dirac's equation.
For) =~, either K =-1,

-l l/2 m~+
1 ij,((u„,r/R, )U

Q (u„„a~(n x-'2m)a, (n x 2'm}=4-rrBR, ',
n nfCm

(10}

where it is understood that only one a„(n K 2 m} is
different from zero for each choice of a. The re-
lation between the energy and size of a bag in its
rest frame is known from a virial theorem, '

unless n = & ', K = K' or & = -& ', K = -K', in which
cases there is no restriction since the time-de-
pendent terms cancel. Equation (9) is a severe
restriction on the modes which are to be occupied.
We shall implement Eq. (9) by requiring that for
each internal degree of freedom a only one normal
mode, a (n x j=-,'m), be excited 'Th. is will auto-
matically be the case for three-quark baryons if
they are required to be color singlets.

Once Eq. (9) is satisfied, the time-independent
terms in Eq. (Sb) may be collected,

or K=1,
(5a) E=4B(&}= BR,'.

ij,(&d„,r/R, )a rU
411/2 m( 7 } ~ j ((g r/R )U

~ e-~(dn, l'/+0. (5b)

nKtan~„, =
CtPqK+ K

is a two-component Pauli spinor and j, (&) are
conventional spherical Bessel functions. We have
dropped the index j on ~„, since only j=

& is of
interest at present. K(&u„„) is a normalization
constant chosen for future convenience:

4P
g/2

N((o„„}=
2R, (&u„„2+a) sin2&d„„

The linear boundary condition (3a) generates
an eigenvalue condition for the mode frequencies
~nK y

Therefore Eqs. (10) and (11) express the Hamil-
tonian of the static bag in terms of the normal-
mode coefficients a„(nk-2'm). Equations (4)-(ll)
complete the solution to the classical, static,
spherical Dirac bag. We have so far ignored a
familiar problem with Dirac systems, namely
that the left-hand side of Eq. (10) is not positive-
definite since (~„„jare not bounded below. This
problem is best treated at the quantum level,
which we now describe.

We wish now to quantize this limited class of
solutions to a classical problem. Guided by anal-
ogy to Bohr's quantization of the circular orbits
of the hydrogen atom, we shall quantize the action
integrals of our solutions. As will be evident from
Eq. (14) below, this amounts to requiring an
integer number of quarks of each type inside the
bag. Equivalently we could treat the static spher-
ical bag as a "field in a box (of radius R,)" and
quantize the dynamical variables via Poisson
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brackets. The quantum theory developed this way
~squires [R„H]=0 [see Eq. (11)]. We preserve
from the Poisson-bracket approach an operator
formalism which allows us to keep track of quan-
tum superposition of states.

Specifically, we define

a„(n z j= —,'m}=—b„(n vm}, n &0

a„(n zj= —,
' m }=—d'(-n, -K, m), n & 0

(12)

with

[b„(num), b (num)[={d„(num), d (num)] =1

(13)

and all other anticommutators zero. We define
a state ~0} such that b„(num}~0}=d,(n~m}(0}=0.
With these definitions the action integrals become

N „= d'x -q', (x)q„(x}
bag

4vBR,'= g (u„„[b (n~m)b„(n~m)

+d„(nKm)d„(num)], (15)

in which only positive cu„„occur. We have dropped
from Eq. (15}a normal-ordering term correspond-
ing to zero-point fluctuations in the field. By
fixing R, in the first place, we have ignored fluc-
tuations induced by the fields. Dropping this term
is at the same level of approximation. A pre-
scription for including these fluctuations is dis-
cussed in the conclusion. The field g of Eq. (4)
may be rewritten in terms of the operators
b (num} and d (num). The Hamiltonian of the
quantum theory is obtained from Eqs. (11) and

(15).
It is interesting to note that the second bag

boundary condition [Eq. (3b)] can be replaced by
an energy-variational principle. Equations (1)
and (3a) define a massless Dirac field confined
to an infinite, spherical "square well" potential
of radius Ro. Solutions to this problem are given
by Eqs. (5), (6), and (7) (for j=-,'). They may be
quantized in the usual canonical way, leading to
an energy

E,„n= Q N

(nahum}(u„„,

/R„
anK gm

= Q [b'„(num}b„(n~m) —dt(num)d (num)].
nKm

(14)

From the definitions of (12) and (13) it is direct
that N has integer eigenvalues. Furthermore,
Eq. (10) may be rewritten (with the help of the
identity ~„,=-~ „,) as

where N, (nxjm) are integers. This system is
clearly unstable, since the energy decreases as
R p increases: There is no conf inement. The bag
theory introduces a "pressure" B which stabilizes
the system [but only for j=-,' modes commensurate
with Eq. (9) does the system remain spherical].
The total energy is then

4mB
E(R 0) = E f,gd + R,' .

Equilibrium is obtained if E(R,) is a minimum.
sE/BR, =O immediately yields Eqs. (10) and (11)
and thereby the entirety of the "static" bag model
we have developed. '

A quark model is specified by choosing the
symmetries associated with the index a. Since
we ignore strangeness, our quarks are six in
number: three colors (1,2, 3) each of isospin
*-,' (6', X species). As discussed above, three-
quark baryons are to be color singlets [thereby
satisfying Eq. (9}]and are therefore to be con-
structed of quarks in totally symmetric spin-
isospin-spatial states. Several spatial states
(i.e. , quantum "modes" }are available (in order
of increasing energy):

1S„,, with (d, , = 2.04,

1P„,with » = 3.8

2S, , with ro, , = 5.4,
etc .

It is a simple problem in group representations to
find the totally symmetric ways to distribute 6'

and X quarks with spin =
& among these orbitals.

The resulting spectrum is given in Fig. 1. The
lowest states, (1S„,)', are to be identified with
the N(938) and 6(1236). The masses quoted in
Fig. 1 are determined from Eqs. (11) and (15).
The parameter B is chosen to fit the average'
mass of the N(938)-A(1236) system:

(4vB}'~'(3~,)w'= 1180 MeV,

whence 8"'= 120 MeV.
It is clear from Fig. 1 that the symmetry scheme

of the bag model is not the SU(6) of the nonrel-
ativistic quark model. For example, the low-

lying negative-parity multiplet does not include
a J"=—', state since each quark is in a j=-,' state.
Baryons with three quark modes occupied and
4 ~ —, must be states in which the surface is not
static. The lowest negative-parity multiplet in
Fig. 1 corresponds rather well with the low-lying
4 ~

& nonstrange baryon resonances. Higher-en-
ergy states are less well isolated and presumably
mix with one another. Which states are strongly
excited in m-& scattering depends on detailed
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FIG. 1. Low-lying (M &2 GeV} three-quark nonstrange baryon states with J~

& in the bag quark model. Nucleons
{1 = a') are in the left ooinmn, n's {I=$) in the right.

I
&",&. = l) = 6", (&)6",(&)6", (&) I o&,

where I, 2, 3 denote color and all creation opera-
tors create quarks in the IS„,mode whose "wave
function" is Eq. (5a) with n = 1. State vectors for
other (1$„,)' states may be found in (e.g. ) Ref. 5.

As examples of the application of our quark
model we calculate the magnetic moment and
charge radius of the proton and neutron and the
axial-vector charge of the proton. The magnetic-
moment operator is defined by

d'x-, r x g~KQg
bag

(16)

[Q is the matrix ("o','„) in the quark space]. Ex-
plicit calculation with the field of Eqs. (4)-(6)
yields

dynamics beyond the scope of this paper. We ex-
pect energies to be shifted and degeneracies re-
moved when quantum fluctuations are incorporated
in the model.

The spin-isospin structure of the state vectors
of our lowest states corresponds to that of the
nonrelativistic quark model. For example, the
&"(1236) is given by

W =
~&& g f(&u„, )U" (rU [b„(num)Q„b (num)

a))K m

+d'(n~m)Q„d (sam)],

where

(18)

and Q are the diagonal elements of the matrix Q.
For the proton state constructed above,

4(dg g
—3

12 &d~ ~((d~ ~
—1)

(19)

where R, is fixed by Eq. (15): R, = (3&v, „/4sB)"'.
From 8=120 MeV and ~y y=2.04 we conclude
p ~=1.4 GeV ', or a gyromagnetic ratio of

gp = 2 ps p p p
= 2.6 . (20)

The neutron's magnetic moment is calculated
analogousl. y and g„= —3 g~ is obtained. It should
be noted that the origin of the magnetic moment in
our model is completely different from that of the
nonrelativistic quark model. If it were not con-
fined„ the massless Dirac field would possess no
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)f &'*) '):)Qg)*))l *I ',
bag

(21)

magnetic moment [in Eq. (19) y, -, as/, -~].
Confinement sets a scale (via 8) and a magnetic
moment arises from the cross terms between the
upper and lower components of the wave functions
[Eq. (5)].

The charge-radius-squared operator is defined

mhere

For the proton we obtain

(r')~"' = 1.04 fm;

for the neutron

(23)

(24}

(25)

and may be evaluated as was p:
2

{r'}= ' Qg((o„„)[b~(num)Q b„(num)

—d„(num)Q d (num)],

Finally me may calculate the axial-vector cou-
pling constant of P decay defined by

g„—= ) PS, = ~ d'x)}) (x}r,gg)})(x) PS, = —,'), (25)
bag

where T, = (,' ', ) in (O', Ot) space. Explicit evaluation
yields

d'x))) (x)r,cr, )})(x)= g b(~„,)U o,U [b,(num)(r, ) b (num)+d'„(nKm}(~, ) d„(num)],
bag CnK m

where

b(~ ) 1 2~nK +2"
3 (&u„„+x)

(28)

and (7,) „are the diagonal matrix elements of r, .
From Eq. (26) we obtain

5 2(d I, 1
—3

gA 2
1

2( 1)
1 09

In the nonrelativistic quark model g„=—,. Our
result differs because the lower components in
Eq. (5a) are important and have opposite spin
orientation from the upper components.

%e have shown that the bag quark model in-
corporates many of the successful features of the
nonrelativistic quark model, and where it is dif-
ferent improvements are made, as, for example,
in the value of g„. The bag model also makes an
advance in that it allows one to calculate quan-
tities (such as the gyromagnetic ratio and the
mean square charge radius of the proton) which
in conventional models are parameters fixed to
agree with experiment.

These calculations (good to 10-20%) have been
done assuming that the bag's surface is a sphere
of fixed radius. This approximation bears some
similarity to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
of molecular physics. There, one first calculates
the electronic motion for fixed internuclear dis-
tance, and then uses this electronic energy as a
potential to calculate the nuclear motion. The
approximation is justified because the kinetic-
energy term for the nuclei is small (being inverse-

ly proportional to the nuclear mass). In our case,
we likewise calculate the quark energies for a
given bag radius, using the equations of motion
and the linear boundary conditions. However, for
us the approximation is exact, because there is
no kinetic-energy term for the bag's surface at all.
Instead, there is an equation of constraint [the
second boundary condition, Eq. (Sb)], which fixes
the radius at a particular value depending on the
energy.

Thus, at the classical level, the solutions to
the static spherical bag are exact. Homever,
the assumption that the shape of the bag is sharply
defined is incompatible mith quantum mechanics.
The boundary conditions imply that the variables
describing the surface of the bag are functions of
the constituent fields inside. At the qua. ntum level
these variables will then be operators mhieh nec-
essarily have fluctuations in energy eigenstates.
Our prescription of quantizing the action integral
to be integer multiples of 5 clearly ignores this
subtlety. To rigorously evaluate the validity of
our approximations, it is necessary to develop
the quantum mechanics in the presence of the con-
straints implied by the boundary conditions. This
is a formidable task. However, me expect that a
study of the effects on our results of taking into
account small oscillations of the bag's surface
mill yield some insight. For example, the non-
spherical fluctuations mould presumably lead to a
splitting between the & and & states, which mould
be calculable. This program is presently under
investigation.
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